ANDROID
ANDROID PROJECT TITLES

CODE

Android anti theft for mobile phone using F-secure

CT_01AD

Bank account tracker

CT_02AD

Bus tracker application

CT_03AD

Android application for call taxi booking

CT_04AD

File transfer using android with aes

CT_05AD

Logical chess game

CT_06AD

Login user by reading qr-code in android

CT_07AD

Online banking using android with network security

CT_08AD

Shooting game in andriod

CT_09AD

Tic tac toe

CT_10AD

Advanced gps location finder to identify hospital and ATM
locations

CT_11AD

Android - event scheduler / reminder

CT_12AD

Expenses managing applications

CT_13AD

Location based alarm system

CT_14AD

Creating a text editor

CT_15AD

Unit converter application

CT_16AD

Google location finder / identifier

CT_17AD

Android leave management system

CT_18AD

Android student result analyzing system

CT_19AD

Android shopping location identifier

CT_20AD

Live data streaming in notification service

CT_21AD

Friend mapper on mobiles - friend locator

CT_22AD

Mobile travel guide - a smart way to travel

CT_23AD

Gps - location alert system

CT_24AD

Design and development of car parking and automatic billing
application
Micro credit banking on smart phone

CT_25AD
CT_26AD

Bank account tracker application

CT_27AD

Bus reservation system

CT_28AD

Multi user mobile bluetooth two way text chat

CT_29AD

Restaurant table order management system

CT_30AD

A mobile phone based medicine in-take reminder and monitor

CT_31AD

Cloudmov: cloud-based mobile social tv

CT_32AD

Student attendance tracking system

CT_33AD

Tollgate payment system in android

CT_34AD

Company security information system

CT_35AD

Credit card management system

CT_36AD

Display location when calling

CT_37AD

Rental house web portal

CT_38AD

Automated control system for air pollution detection in vehicles

CT_39AD

Real-time street parking availability estimation

CT_40AD

Campus assistant application on an android platform

CT_41AD

Rfid-based location system for forest search and rescue missions

CT_42AD

Performance assessment of aided global navigation satellite system
for land navigation

CT_43AD

An efficient mobile gps navigator, tracker and altimeter system for
location based services

CT_44AD

Locking and unlocking of theft vehicles using can (theft control
system)

CT_45AD

Secure sms messaging in android device

CT_46AD

Weather reader through sms using android

CT_47AD

Android mobile contact details locking system

CT_48AD

Effective risk communication for android apps

CT_49AD

Face-to-face proximity estimation using bluetooth on smartphones

CT_50AD

Audio recording through sms (security application)

CT_51AD

